Hygiene and Infection Protection Concept FEQHA
Organizational details
 The applicable official hygiene and infection protection regulations of the
Bavarian Infection Protection Measures Ordinance must be observed.
 Visitors are unfortunately not permitted under the Bavarian Infection
Prevention Measures Ordinance.
 Two accompanying persons are allowed per participant. These must be
indicated on the contact form (see www.ecqh.eu). The contact form
must be handed in at the access control upon arrival in Kreuth. Please fill
out the form already at home to avoid waiting times at the access
checkpoint.
 By handing in the contact form, the participant receives wristbands for
himself and his maximum of two accompanying persons. The wristband
has to be worn every day, because it entitles to stay on the show area.
Persons without a wristband must leave the show area immediately.
 Sufficient washing facilities, liquid soap and disposable towels will be
provided in the toilets.
 Camping is permitted. The camping vehicles must be parked in such a
way that the minimum distance between persons can be maintained.
Showers may not be opened at the moment.
 Only three persons can enter the registration office at the same time.
They must wear face masks.
 Publications and announcements, such as entry and result lists, are made
by the show office exclusively digitally on the ECQH homepage.
 To minimize the distances, please park directly at the respective barn
wing where your reserved boxes are located.
 The given stall division is to be kept strictly, especially empty stalls are to
be kept as such.
 The recommendation of the BRFV is to limit the number of horses to one
horse per 100 sqm. The following maximum occupancy of the in- and
outdoor arenas are derived from this recommendation:
 Ostbayernhalle: max. 30 horses
 Veranstaltungshalle, training arena: max. 20 horses
 Stadium: max. 50 horses
 Large outdoor arenas: max. 20 horses, with the smaller outdoor arenas
correspondingly less

 The maximum number of persons (riders, accompanying persons, staff)
allowed to enter the indoor arena at the same time is 100. Spectators
have no access.
 The FEQHA also provides information on general and specific hygiene
regulations through notices and leaflets.
Legal information
 The FEQHA has developed this protection and hygiene concept for its
events on the basis of current regulations, frame hygiene concepts and
protection and hygiene standards.
 Hygiene concepts concerning Covid-19 were developed. Strict keeping of
this concept is the condition for the execution of the event.
 The resulting obligations are also obligatory for the participants of the
event and their accompanying persons due to the official regulations.
Violations of these obligations not only jeopardize further participation
in the event, but may jeopardize the entire event. The compliance with
these regulations is not only monitored by us, but also by the authorities,
especially by the police. Violations will result in legal and police measures
and exclusion from the show.
 Facilitations/relaxations will of course be passed on, as far as
organizationally possible. Should further restrictions be ordered by the
authorities, these must be strictly implemented, even if they restrict the
rights of the show participants and accompanying persons or even lead
to a cancellation of the event.
 If the event cannot take place due to official decisions, the FEQHA is not
liable for damages, no matter on what legal grounds. If the event is
cancelled by official decision, FEQHA will try to refund already paid entry
fees after deduction of all obligations entered into in connection with the
event. The amount of the refund is at the discretion of the FEQHA board
and is final.
 Should the event be cancelled due to official decisions, the above
regulations regarding compensation and refund of entry fees apply.
Should the event be cancelled due to the incorrect behaviour or noncompliance with the hygiene and safety regulations of individual
participants or their accompanying persons, FEQHA reserves the right to
take recourse to these participants or accompanying persons in the
event of any damage or claims for compensation and to assert these
damages through legal action.

Declaration of consent of the participants of the event
 The competitors and their accompanying persons expressly declare that
they have been informed, read and understood, and that they assume
full and sole liability for compliance with the following conditions:
1. Excluded from the stay in the entire tournament and event area:
 persons with unspecific general symptoms and respiratory
symptoms of any severity
 Persons with symptoms of acute respiratory illness of any
severity or fever
 Persons with contact to COVID-19 cases in the last 14 days
2. If users of the tournament area develop symptoms during their
stay, such as fever or respiratory problems typical for COVID-19,
they must leave the tournament area immediately.
3. The general rule of 1,5m distance has to be kept.
4. Regular hand hygiene, especially the cleaning of the hands with
soap and running water is necessary.
5. Enclosed premises ( show office, gastronomy, sanitary facilities
etc.) and especially when crossing "narrow places" such as
entrance areas, corridors etc., a suitable mouth and nose cover
must always be worn.
6. All persons have to bring along a sufficient number of mouth-nose
covers, so that individual hygiene is possible during the whole
event.
7. All given possibilities for ventilation of all rooms are to be used.
8. The instructions of the FEQHA staff and representatives of the
authorities are to be followed at all times.
9. The householder's rights are to be used consistently against
persons who do not comply with the regulations.
10.The valid Bavarian Hygiene Protection Ordinance shall be
observed. Details see
https://www.stmgp.bayern.de/coronavirus/rechtsgrundlagen/.
 With the entry the above mentioned rules are accepted by the
participant as well as by the accompanying persons.

